Abstract -Management of energy consumption of nodes in ubicomp can be assisted by location-aware transmission strategies in MANETs [63] . Hence researchers believe that further development in location-aware transmission in MANETs must be undertaken. It is projected that further development will involve technologies like Landbased GPS systems, improved location refresh rates and location accuracy, along with developments of better protocols optimised for transmission following distance criteria. To enable proper tuning of transmission protocols or even to select appropriate protocols, and achieve optimal MANET performance, the applicability of known trends of distance coverages by packets in a ubicomp for varying node density remain considerable. 
Introduction
Energy consumption in MAUC is predominantly affected by distance coverages. The effect of distance of transmission is very consequent since energy consumption varies proportional to the square of distance coverages by packets [15] . Using MANET strategy of transmission, the sender node along with all MANET route nodes forward packets corresponding to each CBR. A considerable impact in the ubicomp topography is that total number of packets in circulation increases with increasing node density. The sender sends packets to its closest neighbour which in turn forwards the packets to its closest "yet unused" neighbour. Nodes are mobile here, and hence in the dynamic topology changes occurring, there is no guarantee that all hops will be of equal distance nor that the first hop is the smallest or biggest one for each CBR. The research questions forwarded here are: "What are the minimum hop distance experienced by each CBR? What is the trend observable for this minimum hop count and how does it vary with varying node densities?"
The work presented here, remains empirical based and is built over previous work [26, 27] . It follows from the statement that metric PPD is a wide scope metric from which other sub-component metrics could be formulated. Each such sub-component metric may have specific characteristics that may be utilised for specific decision making in protocols to be used and also drive research for refinement of relevant sections in the transmission protocols.
The key contributions of this paper is firstly, the development of a second derived metric Min_CBR_Dist, derived from PPD for CBR Packet Per Distance analyses. The definition and rationale of metric Min_CBR_Dist is put forward. Secondly, the model of trend is put forward for the metric Min_CBR_Dist with results for varying node densities from 7 until 56 in a topography of 300 x 300 m 2 . The plot for cumulative tendency for the metric Min_CBR_Dist give more observable trend. The model proposed is the increasing exponential model. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: section 2-New Derived Metric -Minimum_CBR_Distance, section 3-Min_CBR_Dist Trend Assessment over Varying Node Numbers, 4-Conclusion and References.
New Derived MetricMinimum_CBR_Distance.
Following definition of PPD [26] , Min_CBR_Dist is defined as the minimum distance coverage noted for the whole of a CBR along a MANET topography. It can also be termed as the shortest hop distance noted for a CBR.
Major Observations.
Plotting % CBR against Min_CBR_Dist values depict sparse distribution of plots whereby trend is unconvincing as depicted for node number 7 in figure 1(a). The plot for cumulative % CBR against Min_CBR_Dist shows much better observable trends.
Overall, the trend observable is a rapid increase from origin, followed by a flattening of the curve till reaching the 100 % y-axis value. The equation of the curve is: 
Graphical Plots for Results Obtained.
This analysis is performed in gnuplot in Linux. x-axis distance is in meters. 
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Conclusion.
This piece of study was aimed at studying another facet of distance coverage, rounded to nearest meter, by packets in ubicomp in situation of MANET transmission over varying Node densities. This work extends from a previous work [26, 27].
More precisely here, a metric Min_CBR_Dist, to assess the trend of minimum hop distance by packets in a ubicomp topography with varying node densities, has been developed. The experimental results presented here remain empirical based. The model put forward for cumulative % CBR against Min_CBR_Dist is the exponential distribution model. 
